Day 1

Morning session
CONTEMPORARY CHALLENGES FOR FAMILY LAWYERS
- Welcome greetings
- (Round table) How technology shapes family law

Afternoon session
ENFORCING CHILDREN’S RIGHTS IN A DIGITAL WORLD
- New frontiers for the parental responsibility
- Children’s image online: the parents’ duty of care
- Filter bubble and digital identity

Day 2

Morning session
PERSONAL DATA (I)
- Personal data treatment and police activity
- Personal data treatment and healthcare (forensic genetics and privacy)
- Personal data as payment method

Afternoon session
PERSONAL DATA (II)
- (Workshop) Cyber Security
  - Cyber security management strategies
  - Digital tracking and cookie matching: exercise and simulation

Day 3

Morning session
PRIVACY AND CHILDREN
- Children and GDPR
- Protection and Participation of Children Online
- (Round table) Being a lawyer in the GDPR era: ethical issues

Afternoon session
GDPR, CHILDREN AND MARKETING (Round table)
- The providers’ liability
- Data profiling regarding children and families
- Privacy, children and banking
- Children and online contracts

Day 4

Morning session
THE CHILD AS A VICTIM AND A CRIMINAL OFFENDER:
CYBERBULLYING AND CHILD GROOMING
- Cyberbullying and child grooming
- Parental liability
- The child as a victim and a criminal offender
- Criminal digital evidences in a European context

Afternoon session
THE CHILD AS A VICTIM AND A CRIMINAL OFFENDER:
DIGITAL DATA AND CYBERCRIME
- Digital prosecutorial investigation
- Digital defence investigation
- Interceptions
- Police activity and the right to be forgotten: a balance between safety and privacy

Day 5

Morning session
MARRIAGE AND PRIVACY
- Marriage and privacy
- Online activities and divorce proceedings
- Privacy and ecclesiastical matrimonial proceedings

Afternoon session
DIGITAL EVIDENCES AND FAMILY PROCEEDINGS
- Digital technical consultancy in family proceedings
- (Workshop) Digital devices and evidences
  - Digital technical investigation: evidences and searching for evidence
  - ISO Standard for digital evidence
  - Civil digital evidences in a European context

Day 6

Morning session
FOUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS AND NEW TECHNOLOGIES
- (Round table)
- Conclusion